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Herbig 
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Post-Tauri 
population
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Isolated T-Tauri Post-TTauri

V4046 Sgr
AS218
FK Ser
AB Dor
TWHya
CoD -27 11363

V773 Tau
V410 Tau
HV Tau
FK Ser
AK Sco
...
TW Hya
CoD -27 11363
AS218
V4046 Sgr
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First trial to find associations around isolated 
TTauri stars based on IRAS fluxes

PDS - Pico dos dias SURVEY

Disks are short-lived.

Haisch et al. (2001) 



Then rosat came...



Then rosat came...

six of them share the typical Orion radial
velocity. The remaining 12 objects have
spectral types K and show Li absorption in
excess of the ZAMS level, indicating that
they are pre-MS stars (46) located in an
area without molecular gas. The typical
velocity dispersion in star-forming clouds
is �2 to 3 km s�1 (47), too slow for stars
younger than 107 years to travel a distance
of tens of parsec, given that 1 km s�1

corresponds to 1 pc in 106 years.
The evidence for the young age of Li-rich

ROSAT source counterparts in and around
Taurus is based on the Li absorption
strength (45, 46) and on a comparison of
their location in the HR diagram with evo-
lutionary tracks (36, 37). These young stars
may have formed locally, but there is no
residual gas left over. If the gas has been
blown off by a recent supernova, the space
motion of the wTTS left over in this region
should be indistinguishable from those in
the central Taurus clouds, an idea that can
be tested (46, 48). Alternatively, they could
have formed recently in existing Taurus
clouds and were ejected with high velocities.

Origin of T Tauri Stars Outside

Star-Forming Clouds

It was suggested that isolated pre-MS stars
were ejected from their birth clouds with
high velocities (49). Such stars were called
run-away TTS (raTTS). Because raTTS
were ejected in encounters within multiple
protostars, they are either single stars or
close binaries. Such few-body encounters
can happen early in the lifetime of a mul-
tiple protostellar system, so that the study of
such encounters is also useful for determin-
ing the fraction and properties of binaries.
Also, a raTTS should display a peculiar
spectral energy distribution and rotation pe-
riod as a result of the possible effects of the
encounter, by which the raTTS was eject-
ed, on its disk and its rotation (49).

If there are raTTS among the pre-MS
stars south of Taurus, they should move
south relative to the Taurus T association.
However, for those new pre-MS stars,
where the proper motion could be deter-
mined, there is no evidence for southward
motion relative to the Taurus association
(48). One pre-MS star south of Taurus,
however, was identified as possibly being
ejected. RXJ0511.2�1031, a single star
with spectral type K7V, H� emission, and
strong Li excess above the ZAMS level
(45, 46), is projected onto the � Orionis
star-forming cloud. If it originated in Ori-
on, it is now moving toward Earth with a
velocity of �10 km s�1 relative to the
Orion clouds. All the known parameters
for RXJ0511.2�1031 are as expected for
raTTS.

If most of the pre-MS stars found out-
side molecular gas were ejected raTTS,
then this would indicate that the ejection
rate would have to be higher than expect-
ed (49). For example, in Chamaeleon,
there are as many pre-MS stars outside the
clouds as there are inside the clouds (36).
The discovery of many widely dispersed
pre-MS stars around several star-forming
clouds (36, 38, 39, 45) may alternatively
be explained by star formation in small
clouds, known as cloudlets, which may be
present in turbulent molecular cloud com-

plexes such as Orion, Taurus, or Chamae-
leon (50). As soon as stars form in such
cloudlets, the molecular gas content of
these clouds disperses. Left over are small
groups of a few co-moving TTS (50).
These predictions can also be tested by
observation.

Star formation according to this scenario
should also produce cTTS left over from
recent star formation in cloudlets and
cloudlets with ongoing star formation. Al-
though cloudlets in the vicinity of SFRs as
well as at higher galactic latitudes exist
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Fig. 5. The spatial distribution of
ROSAT TTS in Chamaeleon (36).
New wTTS with spectral type M are
circled. Blue dots are for 105-year-
old TTS, green dots for 105- to 106-
year-old TTS, yellow dots for 106-
to 5 � 106-year-old TTS, and red
dots for 5 � 106- to 3 � 107-year-
old TTS. Those Li-rich stars, which
are marked by an arrow, show
more Li in high-resolution spectra
than ZAMS stars of the same spec-
tral types (36). IRAS 100-�m con-
tour lines are shown in red, and pre-
viously known cTTS as small black
dots.
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Fig. 6. Lithium equivalent width (EW) (in angstroms) versus the log of the effective temperature (in kelvin)
for Pleiades (small open circles), IC 2602 stars (large open circles), all data from (18), high-resolution data
(black crosses) for previously known bona fide TTS in central Taurus [low-resolution data (down-
pointing arrows) for G- and K-type TTS as upper limits; see (45) for references], and new ROSAT TTS
south of Taurus (blue), in Lupus (red triangles), in Chamaeleon (green), and near TW Hya (pink circles)
[data from (36, 39, 45, 54)]. Also shown are upper envelopes to the Li equivalent widths of Pleiades
(lower solid line) and IC 2602 (dashed line) stars as well as the primordial Li abundance (upper solid line).
(Inset) A typical spectrum of pre-MS stars south of Taurus with Li and calcium absorption (45). The
location of that star in the main diagram is indicated by an arrowhead. Stars with Li stronger than in the
Pleiades and IC 2602 stars are younger than these clusters. G0, K2, and M0 are spectral types
corresponding to the temperatures as indicated on the lower horizontal axis.
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Thousands of X-rays 
sources

mixed ages

Not connected to 
SFRs

Lupus - Alcala et al. 1997

Orion - Alcala et al. 1998



The first association

TUC-HOR



F  i  n  d  i  n  g 

A  s  s  o  c  i  a  t  i  o  n  s





M67
RA=08h51
DEC=11d48m
D ~ 25 arcmin
d = 908 pc



What’s the key then?

The visual sensation of clustering (on-sky) is lost 
(proximity)

But they do cluster in kinematics & spatially
(UVW;XYZ-space) and evolutionary state (age)



space motions

We need

Radial Velocities

Proper Motions

Distances





...and gives the 
“right” age

Look for the 
distance that 
minimizes the 

dispersion 
velocity... 





I’m sorry Dave. I’m afraid I can’t do that.



Southern 

ROSAT sources

9574



Young 
stars 631 55%

Pleiades 
age 394 19%

Old 
stars 777 0.4%

Giants 151
Dwarfs 1802

SACY
[Hip + TYC & (B-V)>=0.6 

results

1953



Torres et al. (2006, 2008)



Da Silva  et al. (2009)

6 Myrs

70 Myrs

30 Myrs



assoc.     distance        U            V             W      Num.    age     !M       age "calculated" 
Name         mas          km/s         km/s          km/s    mem.    Myr     mag.  

OctA       7.0/ 1.2    -14.3/ 1.0    -3.9/ 1.6   -10.7/ 1.1   17     10  -0.07 (0.35)       10  (!)        
ARGA(+IC) 11.5/14.6    -21.9/ 0.3   -14.3/ 1.3    -4.8/ 1.2   64     30   0.02 (0.36)       32 
ARGA-IC   16.3/20.8    -22.5/ 0.4   -14.5/ 1.5    -4.6/ 1.2   29     30  -0.01 (0.38)       30   
IC 2391    7.3/ 0.4    -21.7/ 02    -14.3/ 1.1    -5.1/ 1.1   35     30   0.02 (0.35)       32 
ABDA      29.0/22.5     -7.0/ 1.2   -27.2/ 1.0   -13.6/ 1.6   91     40   0.02 (0.41) *      42  (!) *without HD209952 
ASYA      24.8/11.9    -15.0/ 1.2   -26.9/ 0.9    -2.3/ 1.5   30     50   0.02 (0.34)       55  
                                          GAYA complex 
THA       20.3/ 3.6     -9.5/ 0.8   -20.8/ 0.9    -1.3/ 0.9   57     20   0.01 (0.32) *      20      *without HD193924 
CarA      12.9/ 7.1    -11.2/ 0.6   -22.7/ 1.2    -3.4/ 1.1   49     20  -0.02 (0.38)       19  
ColA      14.4/ 5.1    -12.3/ 0.9   -21.8/ 1.0    -5.7/ 1.0   72     20   0.05 (0.35)       22 
                                       related with Sco-Cen? 
ChaI/II    6.6/ 0.8     -7.1/ 1.5   -18.8/ 1.7    -8.8/ 1.8   24      5   0.13 (0.45) *       5     *without CED110 
" ChaA     9.5/ 0.8    -11.1/ 0.8   -20.0/ 1.4   -10.4/ 1.3   28      6  -0.02 (0.34)        6 
TWA       19.1/ 4.8    -11.4/ 0.7   -18.8/ 1.5    -5.6/ 1.0   27      8  -0.06 (0.35)        8 
# PicA    30.5/21.0    -10.0/ 1.2   -16.0/ 0.8    -9.1/ 0.9   57     10   0.03 (0.36)       11 
                                          Sco-Cen complex 
LCC       11.4/ 1.8     -5.0/ 0.7   -19.1/ 1.1    -4.1/ 1.4   51     20   0.01 (0.34)       20 
UCL       10.1/ 2.2     -2.7/ 1.2   -16.6/ 0.7    -3.5/ 1.1   92     20   0.02 (0.48)       21 
US         9.0/ 1.6     -5.4/ 0.9   -18.1/ 0.5    -4.4/ 1.3   39     10  -0.02 (0.36)       10 
CrA ext.   8.0/ 0.7     -3.7/ 1.1   -14.4/ 1.3    -7.0/ 1.7   18      8   0.07 (0.29) *       8     *without TY Cha 
Lupus      7.0/ 1.0     -6.1/ 1.3   -16.4/ 0.6    -7.7  1.1   12      6   0.07 (0.37)        6 
$ Oph ext. 7.1/ 0.9     -4.9/ 1.4   -15.7/ 0.9    -7.7/ 1.5   35      5   0.06 (0.29)        5 

Kinematical and Ages  of the SACY associations 



appLicaTIons



AB Pic

Beta Pic

T Cha

PZ Tel

CD-35 2722



Simon et al. (2012)

HD21997 - Moor et al. (2011)

Acke et al. (2012)





Oh my god, it’s full of 
(YOUNG) stars


